LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

1. BLI
   --- Bhagwanal Indraj, twenty-three Inscriptions from Nepal, Translated by G. Duhler, Bombay, 1885.

2. CBMC
   --- C. Bendall, Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit Manuscripts in the University Library, Cambridge, 1883.

3. CPMDN
   --- Catalogue of Palæ-leaf and selected paper Manuscripts belonging to the Darbar Library, Nepal.

4. CSBM

5. CSMASB

6. V, V , V
   --- The three parts of the Vamsavali known as Gopalarja Vamsavali.

7. VK
   --- Vamsavali in possession of F.M.Kaisar.

8. VS
   --- Vikrama Samvat.

9. NS
   --- Nepal Samvat.

10. MD
    --- Maharajadhira.

11. PM
    --- Parameśvara.

12. PBH
    --- Paramabhattachara.

13. Gouv. Lib

    --- Darbar Library Catalogue.

15. MSS
    --- Manuscripts.

16. JBOSS

17. NVPSBP
    --- Brhatsucipatra in the Virpurak Takalava Nepal.

18. Chronicles
    --- The copies of Nepalese Chronicles handled Variously Wright, BLI, Levi and Hodgson are put in Group B'. Those differing from them are classed to have belonged to Group B'.

19. Surya
    --- A. R. Surya, Madanlal Vijnana Sundara Suci.

20. CSPIIO